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Abstract
The structural organization of the genome is emerging as a
crucial regulator of the cell state, affecting gene transcription,
DNA replication, and repair. Over the last twenty years,
increasing evidence prompted the development of new
experimental techniques to study genome structure. In parallel
with the complexity of the novel techniques, computational
approaches have become an essential tool in any structural
genomics laboratory to analyze and model the data. For bi-
ologists to be able to apply the most appropriate modeling
approach, it is fundamental to understand the conceptual
bases of distinct methods and the insights they can provide.
Here, we will discuss recent advances that were possible
thanks to 3D genome modeling, discuss their limitations and
highlight future perspectives.
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Introduction
In the last two decades, advances in structural genomics
revealed that the three-dimensional (3D) genome or-
ganization is deeply involved in the regulation of gene

expression [1], DNA replication [2], and repair [3].
Two main experimental approaches fostered these dis-
coveries: imaging [4] and chromosome conformation
capture (3C-based) techniques [5,6]. Imaging can
measure the localization of chromosome loci in the
www.sciencedirect.com
nucleus. These assays can quantify the volume and
shape occupied by chromosomal regions or the spatial
distance between specific loci at various resolutions
ranging from several micrometers (mm) to tens of
nanometers (nm). 3C-based experiments provide
complementary information to imaging. They probe the
number of interactions between pairs of chromosome
loci and typically allow one to measure the contacts of

thousands of pairs of regions in a population of millions
of nuclei.

These techniques enabled the 3D genome community to
characterize multiple layers of the 3D genome organiza-
tion [7] (Figure 1). Entire chromosomes occupy distinct
territories spanning from 1 to a few micrometers [4] with
limited intermingling [8] and gene-dependent radial
location [9e11]. At the multi-megabase range, chromatin
segregates into spatial active (A) and inactive (B) com-
partments characterized by distinctive GC-content, gene

density, and chromatin marks [5,12,13]. At the megabase
scale, genomes organize into topologically associating
domains (TADs). These are dense self-contacting re-
gions that promote the spatial proximity between
genomic loci that are distant in the linear genome
sequence. Since they may host promoter-enhancer (P-E)
contacts, TADs are considered to represent functional
units of the genome [14e16]. At the hundred kilobase
scale, recent experiments propose an additional layer of
organization called chromatin nanodomains (CND) [17].
At the scale of oligo-nucleosomes, a final level of folding

is that of nucleosome clutches [18,19] of a size in the
scale of a few tens of nanometers.

A crucial aspect of these recent discoveries is the par-
allel introduction of computational tools for reliable
analysis and modeling of experimental data. 3D genome
modeling encompasses three distinct, complementary
strategies. Top-down approaches use experimental
measures as input to generate 3D models representing
the data [20]. For example, they can help understand
the 3D folding path corresponding to a given 3C-based

contact pattern, identifying multi-loci interactions from
pair-wise contact information. Bottom-up strategies
propose and test first-principle biophysical mechanisms
that stem from biological knowledge based on experi-
mental evidence and may constitute general rules of
chromatin folding in vivo [21]. These approaches use
data to test the hypothesized mechanisms. Hybrid
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Figure 1

Schematic illustration of chromosome folding inside the nucleus. Chromosomes occupy distinct volumes, named chromosome territories. Chro-
matin is then segregated into compartments with different epigenetic features. At the mega-base scale, chromatin folds into TADs. Chromosomes form
chromatin nanodomains (CNDs) and nucleosome clutches at finer scales.
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modeling merges the two previous methods. It in-
tegrates experimental data into the models like in top-
down approaches and relies on a polymer-based repre-
sentation of the chromatin fiber as in bottom-up stra-
tegies [22].

Here, we will present applications of 3D genome
modeling studies to showcase how they helped provide
novel biological insights otherwise inaccessible to ex-
periments. We will discuss challenges and propose
feasible solutions to pursue future developments in 3D
genome modeling.
Integrating experimental data into 3D
models
The large amount of data generated by imaging and 3C-
based techniques prompted the development of data-
driven modeling approaches to provide 3D representa-
tions of genomic regions of interest and offer valuable
insights into how the genome folds in different experi-
mental conditions.

One of the most used data-driven approaches is
restraint-based modeling (Figure 2). Its applications
integrated data from a plethora of distinct 3C-based
techniques, including 5C [23,24], tethered conforma-
tion capture [25], 4C [26], Hi-C [27e32], Hi-C time-
series [22,28], or Capture-C [33]. However, the meth-
odological steps to generate the models are independent
of the input data (Figure 2). Briefly, the chromatin
region of interest (Figure 2a) is partitioned into parti-
cles, which depending on the application can be the bins

of the 3C matrix or entire chromosome domains
(TADs). Each particle is represented as a sphere with a
diameter proportional to its DNA content. Biophysical
models of chromatin compaction, such as the 10 nm or
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2022, 77:102493
30 nm fiber models [34], are used to estimate the di-
mensions of the spheres. The 10 nm-fiber represents
chromatin as a chain of nucleosomes connected by linker
DNA (20e80 bp) which form repetitive motifs of about
200 bp. The 30 nm fiber model is based on in vitro evi-
dence that chromatin assumes a compact solenoidal
arrangement in the presence of the linker histone H1 or
Mg2þ ions [35]. The 30 nm fiber starts, however, to be
abandoned since it is generally not seen in vivo [36].
Next, the 3C-based contacts are converted into (har-
monic) long-range spatial restraints between particle
pairs (Figure 2b). The harmonics aim to reproduce the
experimental contact pattern in the ensemble of model
structures. Hence, genomic regions with a significantly
high number of 3C counts, that are most probably close
in the 3D space, are restrained with harmonics that force

them to be in contact in the model structure. On the
other hand, pairs of regions with few 3C counts typically
stay far apart, so they are restrained to be separated in
the models using lower-bound harmonics (Figure 2B).
Next, computer simulations are used to arrange the
model particles to satisfy most imposed restraints
(Figure 2c). The initial conformation of the model par-
ticles is typically a set of disconnected spheres randomly
distributed in the simulated space [23]. In some ap-
proaches, all the spatial restraints act simultaneously on
each model structure, and simulations are repeated on

several random initial conformations to resample the set
of foldings compatible with the imposed restraints. In
other strategies, called population-based [29], only a
subset of the restraints is imposed on each initial
conformation, so that the entire model’s ensemble re-
produces the input 3C-based contacts. Both approaches
aim to recapitulate the cell-to-cell variability in chro-
matin structure characterized by single-cell Hi-C and
imaging experiments [37,38]. Finally, the ensemble of
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2

Scheme of top-down 3D modeling approaches from Hi-C data. (a) Example of a Hi-C data used as input of data-driven modeling. (b) The bins of the
Hi-C map are represented as particles of a polymer chain and the contacts are converted into distance restraints. Low numbers of contacts are typically
transformed into (lower-bound) repulsive harmonics, and high numbers of contacts into attractive harmonics. (c) Numerical simulations are used to
organize the particles in space in such a way that the resulting structure satisfies most of the imposed restraints. Due to the fact that it is usually
impossible to satisfy all the restraints, which may be also contradictory, repeating the simulations leads to distinct structures, which overall make an
ensemble of structures. (d) Finally, one computes a contact map from the generated structures and compares it to the input Hi-C data. Iteratively, several
sets of restraints are tested to find those which allows recapitulating better the input Hi-C contact pattern. Overall, top-down modeling provides the
ensemble of structures that best recapitulates the input chromatin contact pattern.
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structures with the best degree of restraint satisfaction

(Figure 2d) is considered to represent the most accurate
folding describing the input data and are used for
downstream analysis.

The biological insights provided by the restraint-based
models encompass the comparison of the structural or-
ganization in different conditions, including TADs
rearrangements before and after progestin treatment in
breast cancer cells [31], the folding of the Hox clusters
in zebrafish and amphioxus [26], active and inactive
states in Arabidopsis thaliana gene clusters [33], archi-

tectural changes during induced-senescence [28] or
mouse B-to-PS cells reprogramming [22]. Other studies
allowed capturing genome-wide arrangements to study
the role of supercoiling in bacteria [24], unveil the
functional implications of chromosome positioning in
the eukaryotic nucleus [29,32], and analyze the
www.sciencedirect.com
interactions between TADs and nuclear lamina during

human adipose stem cells differentiation [30]. For
example, in the study by Acemel et al. [26], the authors
performed 4C experiments on the Hox gene cluster in
embryos of zebrafish and amphioxus. 4C measures
contacts between a single locus (bait) with all the other
loci genome-wide (one-vs-all), hence providing an
incomplete picture of the contact patterns. Interest-
ingly, the authors devised a data-driven strategy to
obtain structural models in both organisms from 4C
data. The models allowed them to obtain virtual all-vs-all
contact patterns extending the results of the 4C ex-

periments. Using virtual maps, the authors showed that
the amphioxusHox cluster folds into a single topological
domain that accommodates interactions between Hox
genes and regulatory elements in the anterior side of the
locus. In zebrafish, instead, this large region is split into
an anterior and a posterior domain. The Hox cluster is
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2022, 77:102493
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located at the boundary and can swing between the two
domains. The authors tested this prediction by ATAC-
seq experiments that allowed them to identify open
enhancer-like chromatin regions. This experiment
showed that, in fact, the anterior side of the Hox gene
cluster in amphioxus hosts several ATAC-seq peaks that
can be associated with putative distal enhancers. In this
case, models were crucial to drive new experiments and

to strengthen the conclusion of the study: the bipartite
Hox domain in vertebrates is an evolutionary novelty
that combines pre-existing regulatory contacts in the
anterior Hox domain with new ones in the posterior one.

Alternative data-driven approaches are based on the
hypothesis that pairs of particles interact via short-range
(Lennard-Jones) attractive potentials [39e42]. The
initial state of the chromatin regions is an already
connected random (self-avoiding walk) polymer. The
short-range interactions make a substantial difference

from the data-driven approaches discussed above
because in this case the contacts are established only if
the two particles come sufficiently close in space during
the simulation, or if their interaction is mediated by
binding factors. For example, in [39] Bianco et al. used a
machine learning procedure called polymer-based
recursive statistical inference method (PRISMR) to
derive the optimal binding domains and domain-
interaction strengths from the Hi-C interaction pat-
terns of the HoxD locus in mouse embryonic stem cells
(mESC) and cortical neuron cells (CNC) [43]. Using

the String & Binders Switch (SBS) model, the authors
obtained structural models at 5 kb resolution, revealing
broader inter-TADs interactions in CNCs than in ESCs,
leading to the formation of higher-order struc-
tures (metaTADs).

Complementary to 3C-based methods, recent imaging
techniques [44e48] are fostering novel data-driven
genome modeling approaches [44,45]. For example, in
[44], the authors developed a novel experimental
technique combining super-resolution microscopy
methods (OligoSTORM and OligoDNA-PAINT). They

studied a region of 8 Mb of human chromosome 19 and
visualized structures at different scales from intra-TADs
to entire compartments in single cells. Like Cryo-EM
techniques for proteins, this experimental technique
provides a cloud of points that defines a volume where
the tagged chromatin regions are most probably located.
To take advantage of this data, the authors developed
Integrative Modeling of Genomic Regions (IMGR) to
rearrange an ensemble of structures obtained from Hi-C
data at 10 kb resolution on the cloud by optimal fitting.
Using these structures informed on the imaging data,

the authors provided evidence that chromosome com-
partments are physical structures with high cell-to-cell
variability and variable degree of mutual overlap. Inter-
estingly, the structural arrangements of the chromosome
regions, accessible only via 3D modeling, showed
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2022, 77:102493
significantly higher variability between homologous
chromosomes than between chromosomes in different
cells, suggesting a parental-dependent chromosome
folding, whose functional implications ought to be
further explored.
Testing biophysical mechanisms via 3D
genome modeling
Complementary to top-down approaches, bottom-up
modeling moves from formulating hypotheses on

which biophysical processes may regulate the 3D
genome folding. First, data analysis leads to the infer-
ence of general physical principles or testable mecha-
nistic rules that may shape the 3D genome. Next, these
rules are implemented in numerical simulations of a
polymer chain describing chromatin. At this stage, the
methods rely mainly on computations to test many
different values of the model’s parameters but can also
integrate experimental data for the simulation setup.
For example, the nuclear volume and shape can limit the
dimension of the simulated environment, the physical

properties of chromatin (e.g., chromatin thickness or
bending rigidity) informs the polymer model, and nu-
clear DNA and volumetric density define the crowding
of the simulated system [49]. Some approaches [49,50]
also use experimental data to pin down the optimal
models’ parameters. Finally, the obtained structures are
tested against experimental data. Overall, the outcomes
of bottom-up approaches are the 3D models of the
region of interest, the identification of the biophysical
processes, which likely contribute to shape the genome
organization, and the quantitative estimates of the

forces regulating these processes.

One example of bottom-up approaches aimed to unveil
the biophysical mechanisms regulating genome
compartmentalization. These modeling approaches
moved from two main observations. First, epigenomic
features, including histone modifications and transcrip-
tion factor binding, led to the partition of the chromo-
some sequence into chromatin states with distinctive
transcription-regulation activities [51,52] (Figure 3a).

Second, Hi-C maps revealed that this one-dimensional
partition of the genome reflects a three-dimensional
organization into spatial domains because regions of
the same chromatin state tend to contact each other
more often than different ones [49,52]. These obser-
vations suggest that phase-separation between chro-
matin of distinct types may drive 3D genome
organization [16,53]. For example, in Drosophila mela-
nogaster, Jost et al. [53] devised a bottom-up modeling
strategy to test the hypothesis that attractive short-
range interactions between chromatin domains of the

same type may reproduce the 3D genome folding of
several regions (Figure 3bec). The polymer models
could predict compartments with good accuracy using
four chromatin states, including active, Polycomb
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 3

Scheme of bottom-up epigenetics-driven modeling. (a) The starting point is the analysis of chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP-seq) data to identify
the binding of DNA- and histone-associated proteins. This analysis allows classifying chromatin in distinct states depending on epigenomic features. For
instance, in recent work on the plant A. thaliana [49], one can identify active chromatin, heterochromatin, polycomb repressive chromatin, and chromatin
that lacks specific histone marks (null). (b) Next, chromatin states are mapped on polymer models of chromosomes or chromosome regions. (c) Nu-
merical simulations are used to test homotypic attractive interactions between chromatin states. Varying the strength of the attractions allows generating
several ensembles of models. (d) One computes contact maps from each ensemble of models and compares them with Hi-C interaction data. For
instance, we show two cases without (left) and with (right) epigenomic-driven attractions: the interactions induce the formation of chromosome com-
partments, which appear as a checkerboard pattern in the contact map. The final results of this bottom-up procedure are the model parameters and the
structural models associated with the highest correlation to Hi-C.
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repressed, heterochromatin, and null (Figure 3d).
Further works explored how the physics of phase-
separation leads to the formation of compartments in
different species, their maintenance over time, or their
dynamical changes along the cell cycle or de-

velopments [49,54,55].

Intriguingly, concurrent mechanisms of chromosome
compartmentalization may involve RNA molecules
[56e58]. In particular, Lu et al. found significant corre-
lations between the partition of chromosomes in active
(A) and repressive (B) compartments in mouse and
human cells and the detection of the DNA sequence of
the genome of Long and Short Interspersed Nuclear
Elements (LINE and SINE). Specifically LINE are
enriched in B and SINE in A chromosome compartments.

This observation suggests that a mesh of RNA molecules
that are the transcripts of the repetitive DNA sequences
www.sciencedirect.com
leads to the formation and stabilization of chromatin
compartments [56]. In Farabella et al., the authors pro-
posed and tested via bottom-up modeling a role for long
non-coding (lncRNA)/DNA triplexes to regulate the
coating of repressive domains in specific accumulation

sites leading to compartment segregation [58].

Another example of how bottom-up modeling helped
propose mechanisms of 3D genome organization is the
loop-extrusion model [59], which can lead to the for-
mation of TADs in interphase [50,60]. Briefly, SMC
complexes [61] land on chromatin, start extruding loops
until they unbind, bump into each other, or encounter
CTCF complexes in convergent orientation, which act
as barriers. These predictive models fostered experi-
mental and modeling studies to test loop-extrusion in
vitro and in vivo [62e64] and to extend its applicability
to mitotic chromosome compaction and segregation by
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2022, 77:102493
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condensins [65e67], DNA repair [3], the folding of bac-
terial DNA [68], and transcription [69].
Current bottlenecks of 3D genome
modeling
3D genome modeling has already brought great insight
into genome folding principles, but it has to over-
come limitations.

In the 3D genomics community, we miss a molecular
understanding of how P-E interactions work in three-
dimensional space. There is no consensus on funda-
mental quantitative aspects, such as what is the typical
spatial distance between a promoter and an enhancer when the
gene is active or inactive? How long should this spatial distance
be maintained in time in order to maintain transcriptional ac-
tivity? How frequently should P-E pairs interact to activate a
gene, and how long should these interactions last? A correlated
question regards the involvement of proteins or regula-
tory factors: How many proteins are needed to activate or
repress a gene? To address these questions, we need ex-
periments to simultaneously probe the localizations of
several genomic loci and the spatial positions of proteins
and transcription machinery (e.g., Polymerase compo-

nents) at high resolution. In parallel, 3D modeling
should study long DNA filaments connecting regulatory
DNA elements and their promoters at high spatial
(atomic) resolution (P-E regulation may take place over
hundreds of kilo-bases), as well as the regulatory factors
involved (e.g., proteins and histone modifications).

Currently, the predictive power of 3D modeling ap-
proaches is focused mainly on the folding of the genome,
with a limited understanding of how it is related to the
functional state of the cell. In particular, it has been
shown that disruption of TAD architecture can lead to

ectopic PeE contacts and thus gene misexpression,
contributing to developmental defects [70], cancer
[71], and autism susceptibility [72]. At this stage, 3D
modeling cannot integrate effectively and systematically
genomic factors and their manipulations in the models.
These data may include transcription factor binding and
histone modification or DNA sequence modifications,
like deletions, duplications or insertions. Integrating
these data and understanding their effect on the 3D
genome organization may lead to predict, for instance,
how TAD rearrangements (creation or disruption) might

switch genes on or off, leading to changes of cell states.

Additionally, the community needs to widen the spec-
trum of experimental techniques to tackle open ques-
tions and to improve the resolution of the existing ones.
The diversification of approaches can enable us to study,
for example, the 3D organization of repetitive se-
quences that may have originated from chromosome
duplications or insertions of transposable elements. For
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2022, 77:102493
instance, a recent work used Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM) [73] to characterize the folding of centromeres
in human cells. The DNA sequences of these regions
are rich in a unique type of DNA tandem repeats, called
a-satellites, and for this reason, are inaccessible to
techniques based on genome sequencing, such as 3C.
This approach might be extended to study in general
how repetitive regions fold. 3D modeling should

contribute by developing predictive high-resolution
models to study how the DNA sequence affects chro-
mosome folding and ultimately gene expression.
Conclusions
The discoveries provided by 3D genome modeling in
recent years make us confident that we will be able to
address the challenges we are currently facing in the
field in the next few years. In the following, we suggest
possible actions for the structural genomics community
to deepen the understanding of the 3D genome and its
interplay with gene function.

Recent high-resolution imaging [17e19,46,47] and
micro-C [74,75] studies are starting to unveil the
nucleosome-scale structure of the chromatin fiber. They

show that chromatin is a heterogeneous fiber formed by
groups (clutches) of 2e20 nucleosomes and a thickness
varying in the 9e24 nm range. Modeling strategies may
integrate this data to define a more realistic representa-
tion of the chromatin fiber in 3D computational studies,
challenging the 10 nm or 30 nm chromatin models [76].
In parallel, high-throughput imaging experiments
[13,77] provide useful single-cell information on the
localization of thousands of specific loci in the genome.
3D modeling studies may use this data to characterize
the P-E interactions in single cells or to validate and
challenge their predictions on genome folding.

For a significant breakthrough in understanding the
genome structureefunction relationship, it is crucial to
improve the computational performance of 3Dmodeling
methods. For example, the community may achieve this
objective by developing highly-parallel codes that can
scale well on several CPUs or GPUs or by generating on-
lattice models which allow for much faster simulations
and parameter screening [78]. Another desirable venue is
to designmulti-scalemodels that can efficiently simulate
different chromatin scales within the same system.

These approaches would allow a currently missing
comprehensive knowledge to fill all the gaps within and
between the 3D genome organizational layers (Figure 1).
This knowledge would help us connect variations in the
DNA sequence directly to changes in P-E contacts and,
finally, to the functional state of the cell.

Another important aspect is to encourage the develop-
ment and sharing of free, open-source software and
www.sciencedirect.com
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generated models following the Findability, Accessi-
bility, Interoperability, and Reusability (FAIR) princi-
ples, as it is for experimental data. This practice would
facilitate data re-analysis and algorithm benchmarking
[79,80] and foster collaborations between experimental
and computational research groups, which brought a lot
of insight in recent years [81,82]. From this synergy, we
can expect a huge boost in the development of 3D

genome modeling.
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